
Subject: Re: CS:GO Players
Posted by InternetThug on Thu, 17 Apr 2014 15:05:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Aircraftkiller wrote on Wed, 16 April 2014 17:06I think he's funny. I also think you're funny, too,
since I find anyone who blames Obama for his parents' failure to run a business pretty amusing as
well.

Pretty successful troll, I hate being the child of millionaires.   I guess I wasn't making my posts
clear enough, I can understand why someone like you who lives off welfare would be so happy for
obamacare though.  As someone who is currently in med school not one person actually involved
in the medical field likes Obamacare. 

It cracks me up so much.  ACK and Ethenal teaming up.  Let's read off their statistics shall we.

Ethenal's biggest accomplishment: smoking weed in his principal's office. (don't mention this
though he'll ban you from whatever community he's currently power tripping at.)  Other notable
facts: his face has more meat on it than your average pizza, accutane treatments are ineffective. 
He's relatively overweight (can't blame him though when your family can't afford much more than
McDonald's on a daily basis), he has no friends outside of renegade, and he has never obtained
an education outside of what's publicly available.  He also dated a girl he met on renegade over
the internet from Belgium for like 2-3 years before deciding she was too crazy for him, everyone
knew she was crazy after the first two weeks but let's be honest where is a kid like this going to
find another girl?

ACK statistics:  Only place he has ever belonged was this forum.  Banned from all renegade
servers for harassing and bitching at everyone that kills him.  (He was god awful at renegade but
cried more than anyone the game has ever seen.)  Ugly transexual man, lack of intellect, lives off
welfare, stole money from renegade communities to afford ramen to make it through his days
while keeping it hidden from his girlfriend of the time.  

Wow you two really are worth arguing with online - I bet this is your only form of entertainment.
You guys pick on DJ to no end, when the tables are turned you two are the most easily butt hurt in
the entirety of renegade.  (Iran might be a little ahead of either of you, hard to say)

I laugh at how I can't write anything anywhere in renegade without Ethenal obsessing over it and
having to troll me, I bet sometimes he even wishes he was me!  Continue living that poverty
lifestyle cool guys!   

Ethenal just curious, does weed help slow the development of zits on your face?  I know it has
many medicinal uses so I hope that's one of the benefits you can get from it brah.  I know that's
why you're so angry at the world, you didn't get dealt the best hand of cards but trust me, there's a
beautiful life out there if you can get free from the restraint your computer screen has put on you. 
I'll talk to my parents and see if you can stay in our vacation home if you want.  It's probably quite
a bit bigger than your actual house but you'll get used to it in time. 

Inb4 you terrible trolls repeat one sentence from this post over and over again or give a one word
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response about how I'm butt hurt.  Too predictable. That's what happens when most Neanderthals
had a better cognitive ability than you so I welcome that "tactic". 

Now can the two biggest rejects in the community please stop picking on DJ-Eye-K?  I'm sure if
he weren't ESL you would have no chance to argue with him, last I've heard neither of you speak
another language fluently.  (Does nerdy scripting code count?)
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